Information needs for the OR and PACU electronic medical record
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Summary
Objective: The amount of clinical information that anesthesia providers encounter creates an environment for information overload and medical error. In an effort to create more efficient OR and PACU EMR viewer platforms, we aimed to better understand the intraoperative and post-anesthesia clinical information needs among anesthesia providers.

Materials and Methods: A web-based survey to evaluate 75 clinical data items was created and distributed to all anesthesia providers at our institution. Participants were asked to rate the importance of each data item in helping them make routine clinical decisions in the OR and PACU settings.

Results: There were 107 survey responses with distribution throughout all clinical roles. 84% of the data items fell within the top 2 proportional quarters in the OR setting compared to only 65% in the PACU. Thirty of the 75 items (40%) received an absolutely necessary rating by more than half of the respondents for the OR setting as opposed to only 19 of the 75 items (25%) in the PACU. Only 1 item was rated by more than 20% of respondents as not needed in the OR compared to 20 data items (27%) in the PACU.

Conclusion: Anesthesia providers demonstrate a larger need for EMR data to help guide clinical decision making in the OR as compared to the PACU. When creating EMR platforms for these settings it is important to understand and include data items providers deem the most clinically useful. Minimizing the less relevant data items helps prevent information overload and reduces the risk for medical error.
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1. Background
The combination of continuous monitoring and the ability of the electronic medical record (EMR) to store large amounts of data creates a potential for information overload when caring for critically ill patients [1]. This has been demonstrated in the operating room (OR) setting where omissions and inconsistencies relating to large amounts of data often occur [2]. The potential dangers underlying information overload relate to the inability of practitioners to discern pertinent from irrelevant information [3] and the accumulation of errors of cognition and performance associated with data corruption [4, 5].

A possible way to combat the risks of information overload centers on the development and implementation of advanced health information technologies (HITs). The Institute of Medicine and the United States Department of Health and Human Services have both advocated for the enhanced creation and use of efficient EMRs [6]. Recently, the HIT for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act was enacted which has allocated federal funds to aid in this endeavor. Efforts to specifically improve perioperative HITs have been rewarded with improved efficiency and positive financial outcomes [7, 8]. Although it has not been systematically demonstrated, improvement in perioperative electronic medical record (EMR) interfaces is a potential way to improve patient safety as well [9].

Anesthesia providers face specific and unique challenges when dealing with large amounts of data, much of which is continuous in nature. To combat these challenges significant effort has been made towards improving the intraoperative display and presentation of data [10-14]. In addition, the creation and increased use of Anesthesia Information Management Systems (AIMS) has been shown to improve many aspects of health care delivery [15-17]. However, most AIMS are not connected with main hospital EMRs and lack data for continuity of care [18-20]. Practitioners often must use multiple software packages and query many information sources to have access to the necessary data. Such systems limit the transparency and integration of data and create multiple avenues for error [21]. As a result, the ability to create perioperative EMR interfaces with enhanced capacities to survey and aggregate data is of utmost importance [22].

The development of a novel EMR viewer platform, Ambient Warning and Response Evaluation (AWARE), at our institution resulted in improved performance and decreased errors of cognition in the ICU setting when compared to the standard EMR system [4]. The creation of this specific platform was based on expert panel input and data utilization models designed to assess the specific information needs of the unit [23, 24]. This design methodology is in contrast to the vendor-generated platforms most commonly used in hospital EMRs [25].

2. Objectives
While recognizing that information needs vary depending upon the specific task at hand (e.g. intraoperative monitoring has a distinct workflow with particular information requirements when compared to pre-operative evaluation) the primary objective of this study was to establish base information needs of perioperative clinicians in the intraoperative and post-anesthesia care settings. Integration of these elements into the workflow was not addressed or an objective of this study. To our knowledge, this is the first study that attempts to elucidate the exact clinical information needs of anesthesia practitioners. In the present study we address this gap in knowledge by using a modified Delphi process utilizing a survey to determine what data anesthesia providers find useful in clinical decision making for inclusion into future EMR viewer platforms.

3. Methods
3.1 Study Design
A web-based survey was conducted at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, an academic tertiary health care center, equipped with a comprehensive EMR [26]. The Mayo Clinic has 112 ORs and 120 post-anes-
3.2 Study Subjects
The survey was distributed to all anesthesia providers among 4 distinct clinical role designations: attending physicians (AP), certified registered nurse anesthetists (CRNA), physicians-in-training (PT) consisting of current anesthesia residents and fellows, and student registered nurse anesthetists (SRNA). There were a total of 518 possible survey participants with the number of providers in each role as follows: AP – 133, CRNA – 259, PT – 54, SRNA – 72.

3.3 Data Collection
3.3.1 Instruments
An expert panel, consisting of anesthesia APs, reviewed our current EMR and AIMS and identified 75 data elements considered important to clinical users in the OR and PACU setting. All data items are included in our current AIMS and EMR and would have been familiar to the respondent. Items were separated into the following categories for survey display: demographics (4 items), pre-operative clinical information (18 items), intraoperative physiologic information (13 items), intraoperative medication information (13 items), intraoperative lab information (7 items), clinical care (8 items), and practice management (12 items). Pre-operative clinical information items were selected as being intended for use in intraoperative management. Using a 7-point Likert scale (ranging from not needed to absolutely necessary) subjects were asked to rate each of the 75 data items as follows: “On a scale…indicate how important it is to have this information available to you on a screen, in the OR and/or PACU settings, as you go about your routine tasks.” A free-text box was included at the end of the survey allowing participants to identify clinical data points not included in the survey and to provide additional comments as desired.

3.3.2 Procedures
The survey was created using the LimeSurvey (www.limesurvey.org) web-based stand-alone tool installed inside the Mayo Clinic firewall and distributed to the study participants via email. In keeping with Delphi methodology the identity of participants and survey results were not recorded.

3.4 Data Analyses
Survey responses were collected and tabulated by Microsoft Excel 2010. In order to ensure consistency of results with similar studies performed at our institution the 7-point Likert scale was coded from 0 to 6. The mean was calculated for each data item with items then ranked in descending order for generation of proportional quarters. The percentage of participants ranking each individual data item as not needed (0 score) or absolutely necessary (6 score) was also determined. Each data item was analyzed individually to determine if there was any statistically significant inter-role rating variability. These analyses were done for both the OR and PACU setting independently.

Responses were further analyzed by determining each respondent’s cumulative mean for all data items as well as the percentage of items rated as absolutely necessary with analyses once again stratified according to clinical role. This data was also compared between the OR and PACU setting as well.

3.5 Statistics
The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare cumulative means and percentage of items rated as absolutely necessary among the 4 provider groups. If this test generated a p-value < 0.05 then a Tukey-Kramer test was used for pairwise comparisons. A Bland-Altman plot was used to assess the agreement of means between the OR and PACU setting for each provider. All descriptive statistics were
performed in JMP (v 9.0.1, SAS Institute, Cary, NC); p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. TABLEAU® software (Seattle, WA) was used for data visualization.

4. Results

Five-hundred and eighteen survey requests were distributed with 137 responses obtained, giving a response rate of 26%. Of the 137 surveys returned, 25 incomplete surveys were discarded with 5 others being excluded due to respondents either ranking all items as absolutely necessary (1 SRNA and 1 unknown role) or giving low scores for every data item (2 AP and 1 PT). The 107 surveys used for data analyses were distributed among the 4 clinical roles as follows: AP – 48 (response rate – 36%), CRNA – 35 (14%), PT – 17 (32%), SRNA – 7 (10%).

▶ Figure 1 shows each of the 75 data items listed by descending mean for the OR setting. The top 5 data items with the highest mean for the OR were name, planned procedure, medical record number, SpO2, and NIBP. The median data item rating was 4.7 (maximum 6) with 84% of the data items falling within the top 2 proportional quarters. All 4 demographic items (name, planned procedure, medical record, and age) were among the top 10 highest rated items. Seven of the 10 lowest rated items were either from the clinical care (bispectral index and regional documents) or practice management (admission source, unsigned documents, coverage, in room provider category, and room enter) domains.

Similarly, ▶ Figure 2 displays the mean rankings of data items as rated for the PACU setting. The top 5 rated items for the PACU were name, medical record number, allergies, age, and planned procedure, four of which were from the demographic domain. As well, 7 of the 10 lowest rated items were either from the clinical care or practice management domains. The median PACU data item rating was 4.0 with only 65% of data items in the top 2 proportional quarters.

Also displayed in ▶ Figure 1 and ▶ Figure 2 is the percentage of respondents that rated each item as absolutely necessary or not needed. Name received the highest percentage of responders rating it as an absolutely necessary data item in both the OR (95%) and PACU (94%) setting. Thirty of the 75 items (40%) received an absolutely necessary rating by more than 50% of respondents for the OR setting as opposed to only 19 of the 75 items (25%) in the PACU. Only 1 item (admission source) was rated by more than 20% of respondents as not needed in the OR compared to 20 data items (27%) in the PACU.

▶ Figure 1 and ▶ Figure 2 also identify specific data items that demonstrated statistically significant inter-role rating variability. There were 40 and 18 items that had inter-role variability in the OR and PACU settings respectively. Of the 40 items in the OR setting 23 (58%) were contained in the pre-operative clinical information and practice management domains. Only 1 of the 13 intraoperative physiological information data items (I:E) demonstrated inter-role rating variation. In the PACU setting variation existed for 10 of the 12 practice management data items. In the OR setting only 6 (15%) of the inter-role rating variations involved providers with similar training backgrounds (AP versus PT or CRNA versus SRNA) with 3 (17%) such variations occurring in the PACU setting.

When overall rating means were stratified by clinical role there was a statistically significant difference in respondent's combined mean for all data items as well as the percentage of items rated as absolutely necessary (▶ Figure 3). This significant difference was found in both the OR and PACU settings. The Tukey-Kramer test demonstrated statistically significant differences between CRNAs and PTs in both settings and SRNAs and PTs in the OR only. SRNAs and APs also differed significantly in the OR setting.

Bland-Altman analyses (not shown) indicated that providers had overall higher means when rating data items in the OR setting compared to the PACU with a mean difference of 0.79 (95% CI: 0.69–0.89).

Analysis of free-text items did not reveal any information not already included in the survey or part of the study team’s objectives.
5. Discussion

We conducted a survey among anesthesia providers to assess the perioperative clinical information needs in an effort to create a more effective EMR viewer for the OR and PACU settings. To our knowledge this is the first study attempting to assess these specific needs in a systematic way. Our survey had a high absolute response number with participants distributed among 4 distinct clinical roles. The data demonstrates that anesthesia providers have more clinical information needs in the OR setting compared to the PACU, a finding that aligns with what one would expect clinically. This is evidenced by the fact that providers gave nearly 1 point higher overall mean for OR data items when compared to the PACU. In addition, the percentage of data items rated as absolutely necessary was almost double in the OR setting when compared to the PACU with a larger number of PACU items being rated as not needed.

Data items that ranked consistently high in both settings were demographic information such as name, age, planned procedure, and medical record number. Given the prevalence of surgical safety checklists in the study institution it is not surprising that demographic information was rated as being highly valuable in the operating room setting. The importance of these simple data items seem to agree with respondents from another study suggesting that uncertainty of patient identity is one of the leading causes of near misses in the OR [27]. Real-time physiological data, such as SpO2 and heart rate, were consistently rated as more important in the OR setting with items such as airway difficulty and allergies topping the PACU list.

In further analyses, there were statistically significant rating variations in both clinical settings when comparing between physicians (APs and PTs) and nurse anesthetists (CRNA and SRNA). Cumulative mean rating scores of APs and PTs tended to track together while both nurse anesthetists’ roles shared similar opinions regarding the importance of individual clinical data items. When comparing ratings for specific data items there were very few significant variations when comparing within the physician (AP versus PT) and nurse anesthetist (CRNA versus SRNA) roles respectively. These findings may highlight to whom anesthesia trainees and learners look to for modeling of clinical habits and perceptions. For example, in one study anesthesia residents, when compared to CRNAs, rated the quality and quantity of faculty guidance from attending anesthesiologists much more favorably [28]. Similarly, SRNA students gave much more positive ratings for clinical learning helpfulness to CRNA preceptors than to anesthesiologist preceptors or residents [29, 30].

The understanding of the clinical information needs of anesthesia providers is crucial to the creation of integrated EMR systems that help improve perioperative data flow and communication. Information accumulation and dispersion is a key component to patient safety in the perioperative setting [31]. As a result, much research has been dedicated to the improvement of communication and information transfer among the various clinical roles [32]. One study demonstrated that communication failures occur in approximately one-third of team exchanges with 35% of these failures being attributed to missing or inaccurate information [33]. In addition, there are also discrepancies in the perceived importance of different types of information between provider roles [34], a finding consistent with our results. For example, the practice management domain items demonstrated significant inter-role rating variation as APs rated these items much higher than respondents from the other roles, a finding expected secondary to differing role responsibilities.

Wong et al conducted mixed-method interviews among thirty-three OR team-members (surgeons, anesthesiologists, and nurses) to determine the importance and quality of information sources available [34]. When rating the importance of information sources there was a broad distribution with anesthesiologists receiving the highest quality rating. Those interviewed suggested that the creation of novel “IT system(s) to function as a central information repository” as a way to improve communication and information transfer.

In addition to intra-OR information communication, there is evidence of information corruption when transitioning to PACU care. Anwari surveyed PACU nurses regarding their impression of the quality of handovers received from the anesthesiologist caring for the patient in the OR. Among data items that were often not passed along included premedication details (missed 63% of the time) and intraoperative analgesia used (36%) [35]. By tailoring EMR interfaces to meet the needs of both the OR and PACU we equip anesthesiologists, already viewed as a reliable information source, with
the tools necessary to combat information corruption and improve perioperative communication and ultimately patient safety.

This survey is the first step in a process of creating and adapting an EMR viewer that involves a design allowing for end-users to influence its final product. A methodical process such as this is important in creating an environment where the implementation of new technology is well accepted and tailored to the needs of the users [36]. Including anesthesia stakeholders in the content of EMR systems is vital for improving acceptance following implementation [37]. Combining our survey results with the concepts of data transparency and integration [21] can optimize the customization of our systems-based EMR viewer (AWARE) for use at our institution with replication of similar systems in various perioperative settings.

Limitations in our study include the fact this survey was conducted at a single institution. Local biases and training practices may limit our finding's generalizability to other institutions; however, the tailoring of needs to local preferences should be the focus of such processes. Nevertheless, duplication of our findings at other institutions may enhance validation and wide spread generalization of results. Despite the geographic generalizability limitations, the fact that our survey was distributed and completed by a wide variety of providers spread throughout multiple roles adds robustness and enhances local application.

It may also be questioned why we included CRNA and SRNA providers in the rating of PACU data items. Most academic institutions currently have PACUs that are staffed by registered nurses and PTs, with APs acting as supervisors with little, if any, CRNA/SRNA involvement. However, as nurse anesthetist's roles increase and they are given more autonomy, their involvement in the care continuum of surgical patients will also evolve and increase [38]. For example, in the United States there are 16 states (excluding the authors') that allow CRNAs to practice independently without medical supervision [39]. As a result, including CRNAs and SRNAs in the evaluation of PACU items seemed appropriate and important.

Another limitation of our study is the inability to determine how each survey participant determined importance of the data items. For example, it is possible that some may have determined importance based on the frequency of use while others may have put emphasis on data items that, if neglected, could lead to the most detrimental consequences. As a result, there were times when items were rated as not needed by some while at the same time being rated absolutely necessary by others. However, by allowing each respondent to determine their own interpretation of importance we were able to combine individual responses to generate population-based observations to help guide EMR platform development.

Analysis of pre-operative evaluations and management was not included as a priority of this survey. It would be important for future studies to focus on addressing the specific needs of providers during this important perioperative domain.

6. Conclusion

When surveyed, anesthesia providers demonstrated a larger need for OR data compared to the PACU to help guide clinical decision making. When creating EMR platforms for these settings it is important to understand and include data items providers deem the most clinically useful. Minimization of the less relevant data items can help prevent information overload and reduce the risk for medical errors. Future development of novel OR and PACU EMR interfaces should incorporate such concepts as described in this study.

Clinical Relevance Statement

It is imperative to configure EMR platforms that cater to the exact needs of anesthesia providers in the perioperative setting. To our knowledge, this is the first study that attempts to elucidate the exact perioperative clinical information needs and address this gap in knowledge. Practitioners and consumers can use this knowledge in helping them guide creation of perioperative specific EMR platforms for this unique clinical setting.
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Fig. 1  Data categories in descending order of the mean as rated by anesthesia providers to the perceived importance of each in caring for patients in the OR setting. Proportional quarters are demonstrated by shading of the graph bars. Also shown are the percentages of respondents that rated each data category absolutely necessary and not needed. Data items that demonstrated statistically significant inter-role rating variability are marked with an asterisk (*).
Fig. 2  Data categories in descending order of the mean as rated by anesthesia providers to the perceived importance of each in caring for patients in the PACU setting. Proportional quarters are demonstrated by shading of the graph bars. Also shown are the percentages of respondents that rated each data category absolutely necessary and not needed. Data items that demonstrated statistically significant inter-role rating variability are marked with an asterisk (*).
Fig. 3  Variance in the overall mean score and percentage of items rated as absolutely necessary when stratified by clinical role in the OR (A) and PACU (B) setting. Data are displayed in box-whisker graphs (median, interquartile range, total range) with the lighter horizontal line showing the grand mean. The reported $p$ values indicate the results of Kruskal-Wallis rank sums test.
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